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Let F be a flock of the quadratic cone Q: X 22=X1X3 , in PG(3, q), q even, and
let 6t : X0 =xt X1 + t12X2 +zt X3 , t # Fq , be the q planes defining the flock F.
A flock is equivalent to a herd of ovals in PG(2, q), q even, and to a flock generalized
quadrangle of order (q2, q). We show that if the herd contains a monomial oval,
this oval is the Segre oval. This implies a result on the existence of subquadrangles
T2 (O) in the corresponding flock generalized quadrangle. To obtain this result, we
prove that if xt and zt both are monomial functions of t, then the flock is either the
linear, FTWKB-, or Payne P1 flock. This latter result implies, in the even case, the
classification of regular partial conical flocks, as introduced by Johnson.  1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Flocks of Quadratic Cones
We always assume that q is even.
Let Q be a quadratic cone, with vertex x, of PG(3, q), q=2h. A flock F
of Q is a partition of Q"[x] into q mutually disjoint irreducible conics.
Equivalently, a flock F is a set of q planes not passing through x, which
intersect Q in q mutually disjoint irreducible conics.
The classical example is the linear flock which is the union of q planes
passing through a line l skew to Q.
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But also other infinite classes of nonlinear flocks are known. To describe
them, assume that Q: X1X3=X 22 . Since the vertex x=(1, 0, 0, 0) does not
belong to a conic of the flock F, the q planes 6t , t # Fq , defining the conics
of F have equations 6t : X0=xt X1+ ytX2+ztX3 , t # Fq .
The q conics 6t & Q=Ct form a flock of Q if and only if
Tr \(xt+xu)(zt+zu)( yt+ yu)2 +=1, (1)
for all distinct t, u in Fq , with Tr(x)=h&1i=0 x
2i the trace function of Fq
onto F2 [17].
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 60 : X0=0, yt=t12,
x0=z0=0, and x1=1 [3, 92], so that 6t : X0=xtX1+t12X2+ztX3 .
For q even, the known infinite classes of flocks are (see [3, 13, 14, 18]):
(1) the linear flock: (xt , zt)=(t12, at12) where X 2+X+a is irreduc-
ible over Fq ;
(2) the FisherThasWalkerKantorBetten flock (FTWKB-flock):
(xt , zt)=(t14, t34), with q=2h a nonsquare;
(3) the Payne flock P1 : (xt , zt)=(t16, t56), with q=2h a nonsquare;
(4) the flock P2 discovered by Payne: Here, for q nonsquare, in non-
standard form, 61 : X0=0, and, for t{1,
xt=
t&1
(t3&1)2
, yt=
1
t3&1
, zt=
t5&1
(t3&1)2
;
(5) the Subiaco flock: Let $ # Fq , q=2e, e4, be such that
Tr(1$)=1,
xt=
$2t4+$3t3+($2+$4) t2
t4+($t)2+1
+(t$)12 and
zt=
($2+$4) t3+$3t2+$2t
t4+($t)2+1
+(t$)12.
The theory of flocks of quadratic cones is closely related to the theory of
arcs in PG(2, q), q even, and is equivalent to the theory of flock generalized
quadrangles. We now describe these two links.
1.2. Ovals and Hyperovals in PG(2, q)
A k-arc K in the projective plane PG(2, q), q even, is a set of k points,
no three of which are collinear. A k-arc is complete if it is not contained in
a (k+1)-arc [6, p. 163].
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A (q+1)-arc is also called an oval. In PG(2, q), q even, an oval never is
complete. It can always be extended uniquely to a (q+2)-arc. The point r
extending the oval to a (q+2)-arc is called the nucleus of the oval. These
(q+2)-arcs are called hyperovals. The classical example of a hyperoval is
the union of an irreducible conic C and its nucleus; also called regular
hyperoval.
A result by Segre [6, p. 174] shows that every hyperoval in PG(2, q),
q even, is projectively equivalent to a (q+2)-arc [(1, t, F(t)) & t # Fq] _
[(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)] where F is a permutation polynomial over Fq of degree
at most q&2, satisfying F(0)=0, F(1)=1, and such that, for each s in Fq ,
Fs (X )=
F(X+s)+F(s)
X
is a permutation polynomial satisfying Fs (0)=0. These polynomials are
also called o-polynomials [2].
The problem of determining all hyperovals of PG(2, q) is a very hard
problem. Presently, the infinite classes in Table I of hyperovals are known
(see also [7, Table 2.2]).
In Table I,
S1 (t)=
|2 (t4+t)
t4+|2t2+1
+t12;
S2 (t)=
$2t4+$5t3+$2t2+$3t
t4+$2t2+1
+\ t$+
12
;
S3 (t)=
($4+$2)t3+$3t3+$2t
t4+$2t2+1
+\ t$+
12
.
In [3, Theorem 1], Cherowitzo, Penttila, Pinneri, and Royle proved the
following result linking flocks of quadratic cones to ovals.
Theorem 1.1. Let f, g: Fq  Fq , with f (0)= g(0)=0, and f (1)=
g(1)=1.
Then 6t : X0= f (t)X1+t12X2+ag(t)X3 , t # Fq , define the q conics of
a flock of Q : X 22=X1X3 if and only if g is an o-polynomial, and fs is an
o-polynomial for all s # Fq , where
fs (t)=
f (t)+asg(t)+(st)12
1+as+s12
,
for some element a # Fq satisfying Tr(a)=1.
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TABLE I
Hyperovals in PG(2, q), q Even
Name F(t) q=2h Conditions
Regular t2
Translation t2
i
(h, i)=1
Segre t6 h odd
Glynn I t3_+4 h odd _=2(h+1)2
Glynn II t_+* h odd _=2(h+1)2;
*=2m if h=4m&1;
*=23m+1 if h=4m+1
Payne t16+t36+t56 h odd
Cherowitzo t_+t_+2+t3_+4 h odd _=2(h+1)2
Subiaco S1 (t) h=4r+2 |2+|+1=0
Subiaco S2 (t) h=4r+2 $=‘q&1+‘1&q
‘ primitive in GF(q2)
Subiaco S3 (t) h{4r+2 Tr(1$) =1
Definition 1.2 [3]. A herd of ovals in PG(2, q), q even, is a family of
q+1 ovals [Os & s # Fq _ []], each containing (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and
(1, 1, 1), and with nucleus (0, 0, 1), with
O =[(1, t, g(t)) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)],
Os =[(1, t, fs (t)) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)], s # Fq , where
fs (t)=
f0 (t)+asg(t)+(st)12
1+as+s12
,
for some a # Fq with Tr(a)=1.
So a herd of ovals in PG(2, q), q even, is equivalent to a flock of
the quadratic cone Q. This link was used to construct the Subiaco flocks
(Section 1.1) and the Subiaco ovals (Table I). With respect to these
Subiaco ovals and flocks, it needs to be stressed that there is only one type
of Subiaco flock, but there are two distinct types of Subiaco ovals when
q=2h, h=4r+2 [14].
A subclass of ovals is formed by the monomial ovals. These are ovals
projectively equivalent to a set [(1, t, tn) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)]. Monomial
hyperovals are defined in the same way. If n defines a monomial oval, then
n, 1&n, 1n, 1(1&n), (n&1)n, n(n&1) mod (q&1) all define monomial
ovals contained in the same monomial hyperoval [(1, t, tn) & t # Fq] _
[(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)]. Using this result and Table I, it follows that the
known examples arise from the regular hyperoval, translation hyperovals,
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Segre hyperoval, and the two Glynn hyperovals. It was checked by Glynn
that for q230, these are the only monomial ovals [5]. This has led to the
conjecture that all monomial ovals are known. This conjecture is supported
by the recent classification by Cherowitzo and Storme of all two-bit
monomial hyperovals [(1, t, t2 i+2 j) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)], i{ j.
They proved that the only two-bit monomial hyperovals are the 4 known
ones [4].
1.3. Flock Generalized Quadrangles
To describe the link with generalized quadrangles, we follow the descrip-
tion presented by O’Keefe and Penttila [10]. We start by considering the
construction by Kantor [9] of an elation generalized quadrangle from a
4-gonal family (see [16, Section 8.2]). Let G be a group of order s2t for
some integers s, t. Let F=[Si & i=0, ..., t] be a family of t+1 subgroups
each of order s, such that for each i=0, ..., t, there is a subgroup S i* of G
of order st containing Si and with the following properties:
(K1) Si Sj & Sk=[1] for distinct i, j, k;
(K2) S i* & S j=[1] for distinct i, j.
Such a family F of subgroups is called a 4-gonal family for G. It defines
the following incidence structure which is an elation generalized quadrangle
of order (s, t) with base point ():
Points: (i) elements g # G, (ii) cosets S i*g for g # G and i=0, ..., t, and
(iii) a symbol ();
Lines: (a) cosets Si g for g # G and i=0, ..., t, and (b) symbols [Si] for
i=0, ..., t.
A point g of type (i) is incident with each line S ig for i=0, ..., t. A point
S i*g of type (ii) is incident with the line [S i] and with each line S ih con-
tained in S i*g. The point () is incident with each line [S i], i=0, ..., t.
There are no other incidences.
The particular case of the flock generalized quadrangles is described by
using the q-clans. Let C=[At & t # Fq] be a collection of 2_2 matrices with
entries over Fq . By Payne [12], C is called a q-clan if At&As is anisotropic
for all s{t, s, t # Fq . This means that the equation (x, y)(At&As)
(x, y)T=0 has only the trivial solution when s{t. As indicated in [3],
without loss of generality, it is possible to assume that
At=\ f (t)0
t12
ag(t)+
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where Tr(a)=1, f and g are functions on Fq satisfying f (0)= g(0)=0,
f (1)= g(1)=1, and where
Tr \a( f (t)+ f (s))(g(t)+ g(s))t+s +=1, (2)
for all s, t # Fq , with s{t. A q-clan is called normalised when it is written
in this form.
Comparing Conditions (1) and (2), we immediately see that the planes
6t : X0= f (t)X1+t12X2+ag(t)X3 , t # Fq , define a flock of the quadratic
cone Q; giving the equivalence between flocks and q-clans, and by Theorem 1.1,
the equivalence with herds of ovals.
These q-clans now can be used to construct generalized quadrangles of
order (q2, q). Let G=[(:, c, ;) & :, ; # F2q , c # Fq] be a group of order
q5 with multiplication defined as (:, c, ;)(:$, c$, ;$)=(:+:$, c+c$+; b :$,
;+;$) with ; b :=- ;P:T where P=( 0 11 0).
Let C be a normalised q-clan, and define the following subgroups of G:
A()=[(0 , 0, ;) & ; # F2q],
A(t)=[(:, - :At :T , t12:) & : # F2q], t # Fq .
For each t # Fq _ [], define A*(t)=A(t)Z where Z=[(0 , c, 0 ) & c # Fq]
is the centre of G. Then F=[A(t) & t # Fq _ []] is a 4-gonal family for
G ([11], see [16, 10.4]). Hence these groups define a generalized quad-
rangle; also called a flock generalized quadrangle. This flock generalized
quadrangle is denoted by GQ(C). The classical flock generalized quad-
rangle is the generalized quadrangle consisting of the points and the lines
of the Hermitian variety H(3, q2).
This classical flock generalized quadrangle corresponds to the linear flock.
The FTWKB-flock and Subiaco flock each correspond to a distinct flock
generalized quadrangle while the Payne P1 and P2 flocks (Section 1.1)
correspond to the same flock generalized quadrangle.
A flock generalized quadrangle contains q+1 subquadrangles, all of the
form T2 (O) for O an oval in PG(2, q), q even.
Consider the subgroups
A: ()=[(0 , 0, y:) & y # Fq],
A: (t)=[(x:, x- :At :T , xt12:) & x # Fq], t # Fq ,
for : # F2q"[0 ]. These q+1 groups form a 4-gonal family for the subgroup
G:=[(x:, z, y:) & x, y, z # Fq] of order q3 of G. Note that :, ; # F2q"[0 ]
define the same groups G: and G; if and only if :=*; for some * # Fq"[0].
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Hence the distinct subgroups G: arise from the elements :=(0, 1) and
:=(1, s12), s # Fq .
Since these subgroups A: () and A: (t) form a 4-gonal family for G: ,
they define a generalized quadrangle S: which is a subquadrangle, of order
(q, q), of the original flock quadrangle of order (q2, q). These subquad-
rangles are of type T2 (O); hence they are defined by an oval.
As indicated in [10], they are defined by the ovals
O(0, 1)=[(1, t, g(t)) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)],
O(1, s12)={(1, t, f (t)+asg(t)+(st)
12
1+as+s12 + " t # Fq=_ [(0, 1, 0)], s # Fq .
It follows immediately that these are the q+1 ovals of the herd corre-
sponding to the flock (Theorem 1.1 and Definition 1.2). This shows the link
between the subquadrangles T2 (O) of the flock generalized quadrangle and
the herd of ovals corresponding to the flock.
The herd corresponding to C is denoted by H(C).
1.4. Statement of the Problem
In [10], O’Keefe and Penttila studied the problem of herds containing
a translation oval. This is equivalent to studying the flock generalized
quadrangles which contain a subquadrangle T2 (O) with O a translation
oval.
We present the equivalent descriptions of their result.
Theorem 1.3 (O’Keefe and Penttila [10]). (1) If at least one oval in
a herd is a translation oval, then this herd is either classical or FTWKB.
(2) If at least one subquadrangle T2 (O) in a flock generalized quad-
rangle is defined by a translation oval, then this flock generalized quadrangle
is the classical flock generalized quadrangle H(3, q2) or the FTWKB-flock
generalized quadrangle.
Our goal is to study herds containing a monomial oval which is not a
translation oval. We will show that if such a monomial oval occurs in a
herd, then this monomial oval is the Segre oval O=[(1, t, tn) & t # Fq] _
[(0, 1, 0)] with n # [16, 56].
To obtain this result, we will classify completely the monomial flocks.
Definition 1.4. A monomial flock of Q: X 22=X1 X3 is a flock projec-
tively equivalent to a flock F defined by q planes 6t : X0=tnX1+t12X2+
atmX3 , t # Fq .
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From Section 1.1, it follows that the linear, FTWKB-, and Payne P1
flock are the known monomial flocks. We will show that these are the only
examples.
The achieved classification will then also immediately classify, in the even
case, the regular partial flocks, introduced by Johnson [8].
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
As indicated in Section 1.4, it is our goal to describe the monomial ovals
which can occur in a herd. To achieve this goal, the following result by
O’Keefe and Penttila [10] plays a crucial role.
Theorem 2.1 (O’Keefe and Penttila [10]). Let O and O$ be ovals in
PG(2, q), q even, each with nucleus (0, 0, 1) and each containing the points
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 1).
Suppose that O # H(C) for some normalised q-clan C.
If O and O$ are equivalent under P1L(3, q), then there exists a normalised
q-clan C$ such that O$ # H(C$) and such that GQ(C$) is isomorphic to
GQ(C).
Remark 2.2. Suppose the q-clan is
C={\ f (t)0
t12
ag(t)+ " t # Fq=
where the monomial oval O in H(C) is either defined by the o-polynomial
g(t) or one of the o-polynomials fs(t), s # Fq .
Apply the fundamental theorem of q-clan geometry [15] with
B=\10
s12
1 + ,
then
At=\ f (t)0
t12
ag(t)+
is replaced by
A$t =BAtB
T=\ f (t)+asg(t)+(st)
12
0
t12
ag(t)+
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which defines the equivalent q-clan
C$={\ f (t)+asg(t)+(st)
12
0
t12
ag(t)+ " t # Fq= .
Normalising C$ by applying [10, Lemma 8(v)], shows that C is equivalent
to the normalised q-clan
C"={\
f (t)+asg(t)+(st)12
1+as+s12
t12 + " t # Fq= .0 a(1+as+s12) g(t)
So we can assume that any of the polynomials fs plays the role of f.
Similarly, using B=( 0 11 0) shows that g can play the role of f = f0 in the
herd (Definition 1.2).
Hence, we can assume that O=O(1, 0) .
Then applying Theorem 2.1 shows that we can assume f (t)=tn. Hence
C={\t
n
0
t12
ag(t)+ " t # Fq= .
2.1. A Particular Trace Equation
Assume g(t)=h(t)+a1&n t1&n where the polynomial h does not have a
term of degree 1&n mod(q&1). In order for the polynomial ag(t), together
with f (t)=tn, to define a q-clan, the following condition (see (2)) must
hold:
Tr \a(t
n+sn)(g(t)+ g(s))
t+s +=1,
for all distinct s, t in Fq . This is equivalent to Tr(aa1&n(tn+sn)(t1&n+s1&n)
(s+t)q&2)+Tr(a(tn+sn)(h(t)+h(s)))#(s+t)q&1 mod(tq+t, sq+s).
Since the right hand side is homogeneous of degree q&1, this implies for
the left hand side that
Tr \aa1&n(t
n+sn)(t1&n+s1&n)
s+t +=1, for all distinct s, t # Fq , (3)
Tr \a(t
n+sn)(h(t)+h(s))
s+t +=0, for all distinct s, t # Fq . (4)
Hence, solving the trace equation (3) will provide us with the exponents
n, 1&n which define the monomial ovals which give a subquadrangle
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T2(O) in a flock generalized quadrangle, or equivalently, which define a
monomial oval occurring in a herd.
As indicated in Section 1.2, Glynn [5] checked that all monomial ovals
are known for the values q230. Looking at the known examples of
flocks in Section 1.1, only the linear, FTWKB-, and Payne P1 flock have
a monomial oval in the corresponding herd. This supports the conjecture
that the only exponents [n, 1&n] defining a monomial oval in a herd are
respectively [12, 12], [14, 34] and [16, 56].
To prove that this is effectively true, we will use the binary expansions
of these numbers. For this reason, we describe these binary expansions
which will be crucial in solving the problem in Table II.
For q=22h+1, the binary expansion of 16 mod(q&1) satisfies ai=0 if and
only if i=2j with 0 jh&1, while the binary expansion of 56
mod(q&1) satisfies ai=1 if and only if i=1 or i=2j with 1 jh&1. So,
for 16, except for the one in the last position, a one is always preceded by
a zero and a zero by a one. For 56, not considering the first three binary
digits and the last binary digit, a one is always preceded by a zero, and
conversely.
Remark 2.3. Hence we have to find the exponents n for which
Tr(aa1&n(tn+sn)(t1&n+s1&n)(t+s))=1, for all distinct s, t. To simplify
notation, we replace aa1&n again by a, and replace 1&n by q&n since the
exponents are calculated mod(q&1).
To obtain these values of n, let s+t=1, then Tr(a(tn+(1+t)n)(tq&n+
(1+t)q&n))=1, or equivalently Tr(a)+Tr(a(tq&n(1+t)n+(1+t)q&ntn))=1,
\t # Fq .
For t=1, this implies Tr(a)=1. Hence we only consider the equation
Tr(a(tq&n(1+t)n+tn(1+t)q&n))=0, \t # Fq . (5)
Since (5) must be valid for all t # Fq , the expression on the left hand side
must be identically zero mod(tq+t).
We will now describe the properties we will frequently use in the next
paragraphs.
TABLE II
Binary Expansions
q n Binary expansion
2e 12 mod(q&1) (a0 , ..., ae&1)=(0, ..., 0, 1)
22h+1 14 mod(q&1) (a0 , ..., a2h)=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0)
22h+1 34 mod(q&1) (a0 , ..., a2h)=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1)
22h+1 16 mod(q&1) (a0 , ..., a2h)=(0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 1)
22h+1 56 mod(q&1) (a0 , ..., a2h)=(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, ..., 1, 0, 0)
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Definition 2.4 (Glynn [5]). Let P be the following partial ordering
on the set of integers n where 0nq&1, with q=2e.
Assume that b=e&1i=0 b i2
i and c=e&1i=0 c i2
i, where 0bi , ci1, are the
binary expansions of b and c. Then bPc if and only if bici for i=0, ...,
e&1.
Lemma 2.5 (Glynn [5]). For q&1n>0, (1+t)n=jPn t j.
Remark 2.6. (1) Let 0< jq&1, q=2e, and let j=e&1i=0 a i2
i be the
binary expansion of j. Then we will also write j=(a0 , ..., ae&1).
(2) If j is the exponent of a term t j, j>0, appearing in tq&n(1+t)n+
tn(1+t)q&n, then Tr(t j)=e&1i=0 t
2ij implies that also terms with exponent
2ij mod(q&1) will appear in Tr(a(tq&n(1+t)n+tn(1+t)q&n)) mod(tq+t).
The binary expansions of 2ij mod(q&1), 0ie&1, are (a0 , ..., ae&1)
and all its cyclic shifts (ae&1 , a0 , ..., ae&2), ..., (a1 , ..., ae&1 , a0). The set of
elements [2ij mod(q&1) & 0ie&1] is called the cyclotomic coset of j.
(3) Let n=2i1+ } } } +2ir, where 0i1<i2< } } } <ire&1, be the
binary expansion of n. So n=(a0 , ..., ae&1) with aj=1 if and only if
j # [i1 , ..., ir].
Then q&n=q&2ir& } } } &2i1 has binary expansion (a$0 , ..., a$e&1), with
a$0= } } } =a$i1&1=0, a$i1=1, and for e&1 j>i1 , a$j=1 if and only if
aj=0.
This relation between the binary expansions of n and q&n will be one
of the key elements in solving the problem.
(4) By Bartocci and Segre [1], if n is an exponent defining a monomial
oval, then n is even. So in the binary expansions (a0 , ..., ae&1) of the
exponents n we will consider, always a0=0.
3. THE CASE [n, 1&n]=[14, 34]
Lemma 3.1. Let O be a nonclassical monomial oval occurring in a herd,
then q is a nonsquare and in the trace equation (5), a is equal to 1.
Proof. The condition that has to be studied is Tr(a(tq&n(1+t)n+
tn(1+t)q&n))=0 (See (5)), with n{12 since O is nonclassical.
Let n=(a0 , ..., ae&1)=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, am+2 , ..., ae&1)=2m+2m+1+ } } } ,
where am is the first non-zero digit, then q&n=q& } } } &2m+1&2m=
(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, a$m+2 , ..., a$e&1). The precise values of am+2 , ..., ae&1 , a$m+2 , ...,
a$e&1 are of no importance. However, for m+2ie&1, ai=1 if and
only if a$i=0 (Remark 2.6).
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Consider tq&n(1+t)n=tq&n  jPn t j. In this sum, the exponent q&2m+1
=(b0 , ..., bm , bm+1 , ..., be&1)=(0, ..., 0, 1, ..., 1) occurs. However the expo-
nent q&2m+1 does not occur in tn(1+t)q&n=tn  jPq&n t j because in
order to get a term tn+ j with 2m+1 | (n+ j), it is necessary to add 2m to n,
but then we immediately get a number n+ j divisible by 2m+2.
Hence, atq&2m+1 occurs in the expansion of a(tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n).
We now determine which other elements in the cyclotomic coset of
q&2m+1 occur as exponent in a(tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n). Note that all
exponents in jPq&n tn+ j and jPn tq&n+ j are divisible by 2m.
The only elements in the cyclotomic coset of q&2m+1 divisible by 2m are
q&2m+1 and q2&2m. These two powers must occur in a(tn(1+t)q&n+
tq&n(1+t)n), because otherwise atq&2m+1 occurs in Tr(a(tn(1+t)q&n+
tq&n(1+t)n)) mod(tq+t) which is identically zero. Hence a=0 which is
impossible.
In Tr(a(tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n)) mod(tq+t), this gives atq&2m+1+
(atq2&2m)2=(a+a2) tq&2m+1 as term with exponent q&2m+1.
Hence a+a2=0, so a=1. Since Tr(a)=1 (Remark 2.3), q is a non-
square. K
Remark 3.2. From now on, we study the equation
Tr(tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n)#0 mod(tq+t) with q=22h+1. (6)
Since tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n=jPq&n tn+ j+jPn tq&n+ j, if ti occurs
in this sum, after calculating Tr(tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n) mod(tq+t),
this must be trivially zero, so the coefficient of ti must be even. Now i=2kj
mod(q&1) for some 0k2h, if and only if j belongs to the cyclotomic
coset of i.
When calculating the cyclotomic coset of i, it could happen that the size
of this cyclotomic coset is smaller than 2h+1. Then this size is a nontrivial
divisor of 2h+1. This case however will never occur in the subsequent
theorems and lemmas.
Hence, if ti occurs in tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n, then necessarily an even
number of exponents of the cyclotomic coset of i must occur in
tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n in order to make the coefficient of t i even in
Tr(tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n).
This observation will be used frequently in the proofs.
In the next theorem, we will characterize the exponent n=34 which
defines a subquadrangle T2(O) in the FTWKB-flock generalized quad-
rangle. In Table II, we see that the binary expansion of 34 is a sequence
of zeros followed by a sequence of ones.
Assuming that the binary expansion of n is a sequence of zeros followed
by a sequence of ones, characterizes this exponent n=34 completely.
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Theorem 3.3. Let n=(a0 , ..., am&1 , am , ..., a2h)=(0, ..., 0, 1, ..., 1)=
q&2m, m<2h. Then n=34 mod(q&1).
Proof. Assume n{34, so m<2h&1, and consider the trace equa-
tion (6).
In tn(1+t)q&n=jPq&n t j+n, always j+nn>q2. In tq&n(1+t)n,
trivially tq&n=t2m occurs, with 2m<q2.
So, by Remark 3.2, an even number of elements of the cyclotomic coset
of 2m occur as exponents in tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n= j t j where j=
(0, ..., 0, am , ..., a2h) with (am , ..., a2h)  [(0, ..., 0), (1, ..., 1)].
Hence precisely 2h&(m&1) elements of the cyclotomic coset of 2m
occur as exponents. So 2h&m+1 must be even.
Consider now the exponent 2m+2m+1 which also occurs since m{
2h&1. This exponent only has 2h&m elements in its cyclotomic coset
occurring as an exponent in tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n.
So also 2h&m must be even. We have a contradiction. Hence n=34. K
4. THE CASE [n, 1&n]=[16, 56]
Remark 4.1. (1) Assume that n=(a0 , ..., am&1 , am , am+1 , am+2 , ...,
a2h)=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, am+2 , ..., a2h)=2m+2m+1+ } } } , then q&n=q&2m&
2m+1& } } } =(a$0 , ..., a$m&1 , a$m , a$m+1 , a$m+2 , ..., a$2h)=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0,
a$m+2 , ..., a$2h), where in the binary expansion of n, (am+2 , ..., a2h){(1, ..., 1).
(2) Our goal is to prove that the only remaining possibility for the
exponents [n, 1&n] is [16, 56]. This will be done by a step by step con-
struction of the binary expansion of n and 1&n.
When one considers the binary expansion of 16 and 56 (see Table II),
then the following properties arise.
(2.1) First of all, 16 and 56 are divisible by 2, but not by 4. This
property, for the exponent n, will be the topic in Lemma 4.2.
(2.2) Secondly, at the end of the binary expansion of 16 and 56,
we either have two ones or two zeros. In Lemma 4.3, we will show that the
binary expansions of n and 1&n have at the end an even number of ones
or zeros. Using Lemmas 4.4, ..., 4.6, in Lemma 4.7, it is proved that at the
end of the binary expansion of n, there are exactly two zeros or two ones.
(2.3) Thirdly, not considering the first three digits or the last digit
of the binary expansions of 16 and 56, one notices that if in a certain
position a one occurs, then this one is preceded by a zero, and a zero is
preceded by a one. This is the motivation for the inductive construction of
the binary expansion of n in Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11.
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(2.4) Putting all these observations together leads to the result that
[n, 1&n]=[16, 56] (Theorem 4.12).
Lemma 4.2. If the binary expansion of n satisfies the conditions in
Remark 4.1, then 2 | n but 4 |% n.
Proof. Consider the exponent s=q&2m+1&2m=(b0 , ..., bm&1 , bm ,
bm+1 , bm+2 , ..., b2h)=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 1) occurring in tq&n(1+t)n, but
not in tn(1+t)q&n.
Once again, 2m divides all exponents in tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n.
Shifting the elements in the binary expansion of s to the left, the other
elements in the cyclotomic coset of s are (0, ..., 0, bm&1=1, 0, 1, ..., 1, 0), ...,
(b0=1, 0, 1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0), and (0, 1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0, 1), and finally (1, ..., 1,
0, ..., 0, 1, 0), ..., (1, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 1).
In the first group, 2m does not divide these numbers, so they do not
occur as exponents in tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n, and in the last group, the
numbers are odd. So, neither they occur as exponents.
So only (0, 1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0, 1) can occur, and must occur. Since 2m must
divide this exponent, m=1, so 2 | n but 4 |% n. K
Lemma 4.3. In the binary expansions (a0 , ..., a2h), (a$0 , ..., a$2h) of respec-
tively n and q&n, at the end appear an even number of consecutive zeros or
ones.
Proof. Let n=(0, 1, ..., 0)=(a0 , a1 , ..., a2h), and q&n=(a$0 , a$1 , ..., a$2h)=
(0, 1, ..., 1), where the values a2 , ..., a2h&1 , a$2 , ..., a$2h&1 are unspecified.
Then tq2 appears in tn(1+t)q&n, but not in tq&n(1+t)n. Let
n=2+2i2+ } } } +2ir with r2, and with 1<i2< } } } <ir<2h. Hence
as=1 if and only if s # [1, i2 , ..., ir].
The elements in the cyclotomic coset of q2 are 2 j, 0 j2h. Now t2 j
never occurs as term in tq&n(1+t)n since j<q&n. It can only occur as an
exponent in tn(1+t)q&n if j>ir since 2 j has to be larger than n.
For j>ir , 2 j occurs as an exponent in tn(1+t)q&n if and only if
2 j&nPq&n, that is, if and only if 2 j&2ir& } } } &2i2&2Pq&n.
The binary expansion of 2 j&n is (b0 , ..., b2h), with b0=b j= } } } =
b2h=0, b1=1, and with for j&1s2, bs=1 if and only if as=0, that
is, if and only if a$s=1 (Remark 2.6).
So 2 j&nPq&n indeed is true. So 2h&ir must be even, since an even
number of exponents of the cyclotomic coset of q2 need to appear as
exponents (Remark 3.2). This proves the result. K
Lemma 4.4. Let n<q2, then either n=6 or n=2+2i2+ } } } +2ir&1+2 ir
with ir even, ir2h&2, and with ir&1ir&2. So n=6 or n=(0, 1,
a2 , ..., a ir&2 , 0, 1, 0, ..., 0).
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Proof. Suppose n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., air&1 , 1, 0, ..., 0), with ir even, then
q&n=(0, 1, a$2 , ..., a$ir&1 , 0, 1, ..., 1).
Then 3q4=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1) occurs as an exponent in tn(1+t)q&n, but not
in tq&n(1+t)n since 3q4<q&n. Since all exponents in tn(1+t)q&n+
tq&n(1+t)n are even, the elements in the cyclotomic coset of 3q4 which
can occur as exponent are of type t2 j+t2 j+1, 1 j2h&1. Such an expo-
nent can never occur in tq&n(1+t)n since it is smaller than q&n. It can
occur as an exponent in tn(1+t)q&n if and only if 2 j+1+2 j&nPq&n,
that is, if and only if s=2 j+1+2 j&(2 ir+2ir&1+ } } } +2 i2+2)Pq&n.
For j>ir , this is satisfied if one copies the argument of Lemma 4.3, and
if one uses the fact that aj$=1, j>ir .
For j=ir , s=2 ir+1+2ir&(2ir+2ir&1+ } } } +2i2+2)=2ir+1&2ir&1& } } }
&2i2&2.
Since ir&1ir&1, this number has 2ir in its binary expansion, so
s P q&n since a$ir=0. Hence this exponent does not occur in the expansion
of tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n.
So, at this moment, we only have an odd number of elements in the
cyclotomic coset appearing as exponent. Hence, also j=ir&1 must give an
exponent which occurs in tn(1+t)q&n.
So 2ir+2ir&1n=2ir+2ir&1+ } } } +2i2+2. If 2 ir&1=2ir&1, then
2ir&1=2, and n=6. If 2ir&1<2 ir&1, the necessarily n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., a ir&2 , 0,
1, 0, ..., 0). K
Lemma 4.5. If [n, 1&n]=[6, 1&6], then q # [8, 32].
Proof. For q=22h+1>32, q&6=(0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 1), so jPq&6 if and
only if j#2 mod 8 or j#0 mod 8.
Then t6(1+t)q&6+tq&6(1+t)6= (q&16)8j=0 t
8 j+6+ (q&8)8j=1 t
8 j+tq&6
+tq&4.
Consider the cyclotomic coset of 7. This is the set [7, 14, 28, 56, ...,
7 } 22h&2, 7 } 22h&1 mod(q&1)=1+22h+22h&1, 2+1+22h].
All exponents are a multiple of 8, except for 7, 14, 28, 1+22h+22h&1,
2+1+22h. The odd numbers never occur as exponents. The exponent 14
occurs since 14#6 mod 8. So we have already (2h&4)+1=2h&3
exponents. Hence also t28 must occur. This is only possible if 28#q&4
mod q. This is false since we assume q>32. So q=32 or q=8. K
Lemma 4.6. If n=(a0 , ..., a2h)=(0, 1, a2 , ..., air&2 , 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) where
2h&ir4, then n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., air&3 , 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0).
Proof. Here q&n=(0, 1, a$2 , ..., a$ir&2 , 1, 0, 1, ..., 1). Then q&q8=
(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1) occurs as an exponent in tn(1+t)q&n, but not in
tq&n(1+t)n since q&n>q&q8.
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The only elements of the cyclotomic coset of q&q8 that can occur as an
exponent in tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n are s=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0) with
s2ir+2ir&1+2ir&2 since sn.
We first discuss s=22h& j+2+22h& j+1+22h& j with 2 j2h&ir&1.
Since 2h& j>ir , copying the argument of Lemma 4.3 shows that 22h& j&
nPq&n. Then also s&nPq&n since a$2h& j+2=a$2h& j+1=1. So these
numbers occur as exponents in tn(1+t)q&n. Hence we have already
2h&ir&2, an even number of, exponents.
Let now j=2h&ir , then s=2 ir+2+2ir+1+2ir. Then ts occurs as expo-
nent in tn(1+t)q&n if and only if s&n=2ir+2+2ir+1&2ir&1& } } } &2i2&
2Pq&n.
This is false since bir=1 in the binary expansion (b0 , ..., b2h) of s&n, but
a$ir=0 in the binary expansion of q&n. Hence, this exponent s does not
occur.
Let now j=2h&ir+1, then s=2 ir+1+2 ir+2ir&1. Here s&n=2ir+1+
2ir&1&2 ir&1& } } } &2 with ir&1<ir&1. So s&n=(0, 1, b2 , ..., b ir&2 , 0, 0,
1, 0, ..., 0), where bi=1, 2iir&2, if and only if ai=0, that is, if and
only if ai$=1 (Remark 2.6).
So this exponent occurs since s&nPq&n. This means that we have
already an odd number of elements of the cyclotomic coset. Hence, also for
j=2h&ir+2, the exponent s=2 ir+2ir&1+2ir&2 must occur. Here s&n=
2ir&1+2 ir&2&2 ir&1& } } } &2, with ir&1ir&2.
If 2ir&1=2 ir&2>2, then s&n=2ir&1& } } } &2, so s&n=(0, 1, b2 , ...,
bir&3 , 1, 0, ..., 0), but n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., air&3 , 1, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0), so q&n=(0, 1,
a$2 , ..., a$ir&3 , 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 1). Hence s&n P q&n, since bir&2>a$ir&2 .
This shows that 2ir&1<2ir&2, so n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., air&3 , 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0). K
Lemma 4.7. The exponent n cannot have a binary expansion n=(0, 1,
a2 , ..., a ir&3 , 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) with 2h&ir4.
Proof. With n described in the lemma, q&n=(0, 1, a$2 , ..., a$ir&3 , 1, 1, 0,
1, ..., 1).
Then s=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, 1)=q&q4&q8 occurs as exponent in
tn(1+t)q&n, since s=n+(q&n&q4&q8), but not in tq&n(1+t)n.
As in the previous lemma, the elements of the cyclotomic coset of s that
can occur as an exponent are 22h& j+2+22h& j with 2 j2h&ir&1,
2ir+2+2 ir, 2ir+1+2ir&1, 2ir+2 ir&2, and (0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 1)=22h+2. All other
elements are odd, or smaller than min[n, q&n].
For 2 j2h&ir&1, the exponent 22h& j+2+22h& j occurs in tn(1+t)q&n
since 2h& j>ir . To prove this, the argument of Lemma 4.3 can be copied.
Now s$=2ir+2+2ir&n=2ir+2&2 ir&1& } } } &2 P q&n. Namely ir&1
ir&3, so s$=(0, 1, b2 , ..., bir&3 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0), so bir=1, hence s$ P
q&n since a$ir=0.
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Consider now s$=2ir+1+2ir&1&n=2ir+2ir&1&2ir&1& } } } &2i2&2.
Since ir&1ir&3, in the binary expansion (b0 , ..., b2h) of s$, bir=1, so
again s$ P q&n.
But looking at s$=2ir+2ir&2&n=2ir&2&2ir&1& } } } &2i2&2, here s$P
q&n since s$=(0, 1, b2 , ..., bir&3 , 0, ..., 0) with bj=1, 2 jir&3, if and
only if aj=0, that is, if and only if aj$=1 (Remark 2.6).
Hence we have already 2h&ir&1 exponents. This number is odd. So
also s=22h+2 must occur as an exponent in tn(1+t)q&n. Hence s$=
s&n=22h&2ir& } } } &2i2Pq&n.
But s$=(0, ..., 0, bi2=1, b i2+1 , ..., b2h) P q&n since a$i2=0 in the binary
expansion (a$0 , ..., a$2h) of q&n.
This gives the desired contradiction and this shows that 2h&ir=2. K
Lemma 4.8. If n=(a0 , ..., a2h&4 , 0, 1, 0, 0), q=22h+1, h3, then n=
(a0 , ..., a2h&5 , 1, 0, 1, 0, 0).
Proof. Let n=2+2i2+ } } } +2ir&1+22h&2, and assume that ir&1<
2h&4. So n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., a2h&5 , 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), and q&n=(0, 1, a$2 , ...,
a$2h&5 , 1, 1, 0, 1, 1).
Consider s=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1)=q&q8 which occurs as an exponent in
tq&n(1+t)n, but not in tn(1+t)q&n.
The only other elements of the cyclotomic coset of q&q8 which can
occur as exponent are (0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1, 0) and (0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0), since a1l
other elements are odd, or smaller than min[n, q&n].
Now s=22h&1+22h&2+22h&3 occurs as exponent in tn(1+t)q&n since
s&n=22h&1+22h&3&2 ir&1& } } } &2i2&2Pq&n. This is proved by using
the argument of Lemma 4.3. It does not occur as exponent in tq&n(1+t)n
since s<q&n.
Similarly s=22h&2+22h&3+22h&4 occurs as exponent in tn(1+t)q&n
since s&n=22h&3+22h&4&2ir&1& } } } &2i2&2Pq&n, as ir&1<2h&4.
Again, ts does not occur in tq&n(1+t)n since s<q&n.
So three elements in the cyclotomic coset of s=q&q8 occur as
exponents. This is false (Remark 3.2). K
Lemma 4.9. If n=(a0 , ..., a2h&5 , 1, 0, 1, 0, 0), then n=(a0 , ..., a2h&6 , 0,
1, 0, 1, 0, 0), unless q=27 in which case n=(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0)=56.
Proof. If q=27, since 2 | n but 4 |% n (Lemma 4.2), n=(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0,
0)=56.
Hence, let q>27, and assume that n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., a2h&6 , 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0),
then q&n=(0, 1, a$2 , ..., a$2h&6 , 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1).
Then s=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) occurs as exponent in tn(1+t)q&n but not in
tq&n(1+t)n.
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The only elements in the cyclotomic coset of s that can occur as
exponents are s2=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0) and s4=(0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)
because the other elements either are odd or smaller than min[n, q&n].
First of all, ts2 does not occur in tn(1+t)q&n since s2&n=22h&1 +
22h&2 + 22h&3 + 22h&4 & (22h&2 + 22h&4 + 22h&5 + } } } + 2) = 22h&1 +
22h&3 & 22h&5 & } } } & 2 = (0, 1, b2 ,..., b2h&6 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) P q&n
because b2h&4=1.
The exponent s4 occurs in tn(1+t)q&n if and only if s4&n=
22h&3&2u& } } } &2Pq&n where u2h&6. This is false since s4&n=
(0, 1, b2 , ..., b2h&6 , 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) P q&n, as b2h&4=1.
So only s occurs. This is false (Remark 3.2). So n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., a2h&6 , 0,
1, 0, 1, 0, 0). K
The preceding two lemmas serve as induction basis for the following
results.
Lemma 4.10. If n=(0, 1, ..., am=0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0), with m odd,
m3, then n=(0, 1, ..., am&1=1, 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0).
Proof. Assume n=(0, 1, ..., am&1=0, 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0), then
q&n=(0, 1, ..., a$m&1=1, 1, 0, 1, 0, ..., 1, 0, 1, 1).
Then s=(..., bm&1=0, 0, 1, ..., 1)=q&2m+1 is an exponent in
tq&n(1+t)n, but does not appear as exponent in tn(1+t)q&n.
As in the preceding lemmas, the only elements in the cyclotomic coset
that can appear as exponent in tn(1+t)q&n+tq&n(1+t)n are s2=(0, ..., 0,
1, ..., 1, 0) and s4=(0, ..., 0, 1, ..., 1, 0, 0) because the other elements are
odd, or smaller than min[n, q&n].
Now s2&n=22h&1+ } } } +2m&(22h&2+22h&4+ } } } +2m+1+ } } } +2)
=22h&1+22h&3+ } } } +2m&2u& } } } &2 with um&2. Hence s2&n=
(0, 1, b2 , ..., bm&1 , 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) where for 2 jm&1, bj=1
if and only if aj=0, that is, aj$=1. So s2&nPq&n.
Similarly s4&n=22h&3+22h&5+ } } } +2m+2m&1&2u& } } } &2 with
um&2. Hence s4&n=(0, 1, b2 , ..., bm&2 , 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
where bj=1, 2 jm&2, if and only if aj$=1. So also s4&nPq&n.
So, three elements of the cyclotomic coset of s appear as exponents. This
is false. K
Lemma 4.11. If n=(0, 1, ..., am=1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0), m even, m2,
then n=(0, 1, ..., am&1=0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0), unless m=2, in which case
n=(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0)=56.
Proof. If m=2, the result is true since 2 | n, but 4 |% n (Lemma 4.2).
Suppose m4, and assume that n=(0, 1, a2 , ..., am&2 , 1, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1,
0, 0), then q&n=(0, 1, a$2 , ..., a$m&2 , 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 1, 0, 1, 1). Then
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s=(b0 , ..., bm&2 , 0, 0, 1, ..., 1) appears as exponent in tn(1+t)q&n, but not
in tq&n(1+t)n.
Once again, only s2 and s4 can occur as exponent in tn(1+t)q&n.
Here s2&n=(22h&1+ } } } +2m)&(22h&2+22h&4+ } } } +2m+2m&1+
2u+ } } } +2)=22h&1+22h&3+ } } } +2m+1&2m&1&2u& } } } &2 with u
m&2. Hence s2&n=(0, 1, c2 , ..., cm&1 , 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) P
q&n since cm=1 and a$m=0.
Similarly s4&n=22h&3+22h&5+ } } } +2m+1&2u& } } } &2 with u
m&2. So s4&n=(0, 1, c2 , ..., cm&2 , 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., 0, 1, 0, 1, 0,
0, 0) P q&n since again cm=1.
So only s occurs. This again is false. K
Theorem 4.12. If n satisfies the conditions imposed in Remark 4.1, then
n # [16, 56].
Proof. This follows from an inductive application of Lemmas 4.10 and
4.11. These lemmas show that n=56, but since Condition (6) is symmetri-
cal in n and 1&n, also n=16 is possible.
In Lemma 4.5, also the possibility n=6 and q # [8, 32] occurs. For
q=32, 6#56 mod(q&1), and for q=8, 6#34 mod(q&1). K
5. APPLICATIONS
Theorem 5.1. Let GQ(C) be a flock generalized quadrangle containing a
subquadrangle T2 (O) where O is a monomial oval.
Then this monomial oval is either a conic, the translation oval [(1, t, t14) &
t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)] in PG(2, q), q=22h+1, or the Segre oval [(1, t, t16) &
t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)] in PG(2, q), q=22h+1.
Proof. It follows from the preceding results that if n{12, then
n # [14, 34] (Theorem 3.3) or n # [16, 56] (Theorem 4.12). Now the
exponents n and 1&n mod(q&1) define the same oval since the oval
[(1, t, tn) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)] is projectively equivalent to the oval
[(1, t, t1&n) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)] under the mapping (x0 , x1 , x2) [
(x1 , x0 , x2). K
Theorem 5.2. If F is a nonlinear monomial flock of Q : X 22=X1 X3 ,
then F is projectively equivalent to the FTWKB-flock or Payne P1 flock.
Proof. A monomial flock is projectively equivalent to a flock consisting
of q planes 6t : X0=tnX1+t12X2+atmX3 , t # Fq .
By Condition (2) and by the observation made in Condition (3), it
follows that m#1&n mod(q&1).
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If F is not the linear flock, then it follows from the preceding results that
q=22h+1 and a=1 (Lemma 3.1), and that [n, 1&n]=[14, 34]
(Theorem 3.3) or [n, 1&n]=[16, 56] (Theorem 4.12).
Let (xt , zt)=(tn, t1&n)=(t34, t34). Then F is the FTWKB-flock.
A similar result is valid for [n, 1&n]=[16, 56]. Then F is the Payne
P1 flock. K
Remark 5.3. In [8], Johnson defined regular partial conical flocks.
These are partial flocks consisting of q&1 conics which are stabilized by
a subgroup of PGL(4, q) acting regularly on the q&1 conics of the partial
flock.
He proved that these partial flocks can be extended to a flock, and
proved that in the even case these flocks are monomial [8, Theorem 1].
For q even, he also remarks that it is only necessary to assume that the
group acts transitively on the partial flock.
Hence the previous result implies:
Theorem 5.4. Let F be a flock in PG(3, q), q even, stabilized by a sub-
group of PGL(4, q) fixing one conic of the flock, and acting transitively on
the q&1 other conics of the flock.
Then F either is the linear, FTWKB-, or Payne P1 flock.
Remark 5.5. Theorem 5.1 states that there are only three monomial
ovals O defining a subquadrangle T2(O) in a flock generalized quadrangle.
When this monomial oval is the regular oval or the translation oval
[(1, t, t14) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)], then the description of the corresponding
flock generalized quadrangle is known. By the results of O’Keefe and
Penttila, it is respectively the classical flock generalized quadrangle and the
FTWKB-flock generalized quadrangle (Theorem 2.1).
The problem whether the existence of the subquadrangle T2 (O), with
O=[(1, t, t16) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1,0)], implies the flock generalized quad-
rangle to be the Payne flock generalized quadrangle is still open.
We conjecture that this is indeed true.
Conjecture 5.6. If T2 (O), with O=[(1, t, t16) & t # Fq] _ [(0, 1, 0)],
occurs as a subquadrangle in a flock generalized quadrangle, then the flock
generalized quadrangle is the Payne flock generalized quadrangle.
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